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Amazon music app not working on mac

Is that a joke? Dam, that's a bad joke. I really don't understand why Amazon can't manage to offer a functional software. I think it's just for entertaining customers. Say it: a bad joke! The curent version is 6.3.1.1260.This version and the last two versions will not load my library, they get stuck on Loading your songs....
Tried lots of suggested fixes from Google searches, nothing worked. Abandon this software. Can do everything I need from their web page anyway. Now up to version 3.7.1 ... --TomThe software works, but despite that it is not in my list of startup items the executable element of the app package located on ..
/contents/MacOS/Amazon Music Helper is constantly trying to call home. Any ideas on how to stop it unless I actually launch Amazon Cloud Player? The damn thing gets flagged for approval by Little Snitch more often than I feel comfortable with. Well it works now, but we're sorry, but Cloud Player Desktop is not
supported in your area. Weird that the app works in the UK, but desktop software does not. I can't imagine why that should be the case – probably the back end of the app and application should connect to the same place on the internet? With Mojave install and under latest version release Amazon Music app will not
launch at all. Is there anyone else? With Mojave install and under latest version release Amazon Music app will not launch at all. Is there anyone else? [doublepost=1540303671] [/double entry] With Mojave install and under latest version release Amazon Music app will not launch at all. Is there anyone else? Yes - I was
uploading some music after the Mojave install and Amazon Music fell over. Despite many deinstall and reinstalls I continue to get Network Errors can't log in due to no network connection and can't get any further. Amazon support has been able to offer no solution for a few weeks – hoping one day to get past all the call
handlers to some real technical support. [doublepost=1540303671] [/double entry] Yes - I was uploading some music after the Mojave install and Amazon Music fell over. Despite many deinstall and reinstalls I continue to get Network Errors can't log in due to no network connection and can't get any further. Amazon
support has been able to offer no solution for a few weeks – hoping one day to get past all the call handlers to some real technical support. Amazon's Music App is still not fixed: Here's the actual error the program throws: [1220/140136.298392:INFO:crash_reporting.cc(215)] Crash reporting enabled for process: browser
[1220/140136.390488:INFO:crash_reporting.cc(215)] Crash reporting enabled for process: GPU process Amazon Music(3783,0x70000 malloc for baf1000) cannot allocate region *** mach_vm_map(size=246290604695552) failed (error code=3) Amazon malloc: *** set a break point in malloc_error_break to debug
[1220/140136.647937:FATAL:memory.cc(22)] Out of memory. size=0 [1220/140136.681818:INFO:crash_reporting.cc(215)] Crash reporting for process: renderer Trace/BPT trap: 5 Has this problem been solved? ×Sort to DisconnectCSS Error Recently purchased a new Macbook Pro to replace an older Air. Everything
works fine apart from the Amazon Music app. It downloads and installs fine, but when I try to start it using Spotlight, double-click in finder or right click + Open in Finder... nothing happens. The system log reports that: com.apple.xpc.launched[1] (com.amazon.music.87788[14329]): The service is abandoned with abnormal
code: 1 Not very helpful. I have tampered with Security &amp; Privacy settings (i.e. Allow apps downloaded from), but it changed nothing. I've tried uninstalling the app and reinstalling it via Homebrew Cask. Nothing. I've tried removing/reinstalling the app in different ways several times. Nothing. The interesting part, and
perhaps a glimmer of hope, is that if I flip over to the guest user, I can open the app just fine. Anyone have any idea what might happen to my user account that would affect my ability to launch a particular program? Apple denied new VirnetX FaceTime patent attempt 44 minutes ago UK examining Google Chrome
privacy plan 50 minutes ago TSMC sees record-breaking earnings from iPhone 12 demand 2 hours ago Apple haner Largan Precision for 'iPhone 13' lens components 2 hours ago Amazon Music is not only the first music store to buy digital music without digital rights management, but also a kind of on-demand
streaming music service. It's available on macOS, Windows, iOS, Android and some smart TVs. Today we will talk about how to download Amazon Music for offline listening on Mac.We all know that subscribers to these streaming music services can hold the right to stream music temporarily, and the music from those
platforms is prohibited from exporting outside of apps. So does Amazon Music. Because of the restriction, it's almost impossible to listen to music in some situations without the Amazon Music app. But we could get rid of the borders using the third party's program. What we need is TunePat Amazon Music Converter.
TunePat Amazon Music Converter is a kind of program designed to remove the boundaries from Amazon Music and realize to download Amazon Music and play it on Mac and Windows or on various media players. It supports transferring Amazon Music to different formats like MP3, AAC, WAV and FLAC. TunePat can
retain the original output quality, which is 256 kilobits per second. And because Amazon Music Web Player is built-in, you don't need to install Amazon Music as a separate app. Now TunePat Amazon Music is available for Windows and Mac, and here we will introduce how to use it on Mac. Key features tunePat Amazon
Music Converter Before we start downloading music, make sure you are a subscriber to Amazon Music and you must log in with your Amazon Music account after launching TunePat. Step 1Launch TunePat and Select Output Format Run TunePat, and click Setting on on upper-right corner to customize the output format,
output quality, output path, and so on. Step 2To get Amazon Music to TunePat Open a playlist, album, or artist, and then click the Add button. A new window will pop-up and all songs in the list are added, simply select the songs you'd like to convert. Step 3Download your Amazon Music to Mac Click the Convert button to
start the conversion, the songs will be stored in the specified folder. When the conversion is complete, you can find the downloaded Amazon Music by clicking the History button in the upper right corner or directly going to the output folder you set in the previous step. Once these songs are well downloaded, you can play
them freely on mac, and you can also transfer to other devices via Mac computer. @McTabarez @amazonmusic why is the app not working @prolampdev @amazonmusic Website and service is down Page last updated by downdetector.com Page content loaded September 19, 2019 5:46 in response to jcgormanca In
response to jcgormanca Can we see the report? Try this to find out if it's system-wide or user-specific... Open System Preferences&gt;Users &amp; Groups, unlock the lock, click the small plus icon, create a new administrator account, sign in &amp; enter the new account. Does it work on the new account? Sep 19, 2019
05:46 Reply Helpful thread response - more options Sep 19, 2019 8:04 pm in response to BDAqua In response to BDAqua Here is the report. I'm not sure if I need to switch to a new administrator account? I don't understand what else might affect... and I never go into users and groups. Sep 19, 2019 08:04 Reply Useful
(1) Thread answer - more options Sep 20, 2019 7:14 in response to jcgormanca In response to jcgormanca It is either Chrome or Amazon Music that needs to be reinstalled it looks, maybe both. Secure boot from HD, (hold down shift key at startup), does the problem occur in safe mode? Safe mode tries to repair Disks
&amp; clears lots of caches, so if safe mode works try again in regular boot. Sep 20, 2019 07:14 Reply Helpful thread response - more options Sep 26, 2019 11:43 in response to BDAqua In response to BDAqua Resolved! Thanks BDAqua. All it took was a re-install for both Amazon Music and Google Chrome. Sep 26,
2019 11:43 Reply Helpful (1) Thread response - more options Sep 26, 2019 11:58 in response to jcgormanca In response to jcgormanca Great news, thank you &amp; good luck! :) Sep 26, 2019 11:58 Reply Helpful Thread answers - more options Nov 7, 2019 11:28 in response to jcgormanca In response to jcgormanca
Amazon Music Unlimited is not compatible with macOS Catalina 10.15.1 while using Safari 13.0.1 After spending an hour communicating with Amazon help amazon help representatives; and since I was not willing to switch to the Google Chrome browser, I was resigned to the only solution to this problem: to download
the Amazon Music App from amazon.com/getmusic From this page, select Mac &amp; and the link: download desktop app. The desktop app is not available from a search of the Amazon home Amazon home Desktop app is only available from amazon.com/getmusic Nov 7, 2019 11:28 Answer Helpful Thread answers -
more options Nov 7, 2019 4:10 in response to Bryn Mawr In response to Bryn Mawr Good info, thanks, try not google chrome... Nov 7, 2019 4:10 Reply Useful thread response - more options Nov 20, 2019 9:17 in response to BDAqua In response to BDAqua I have spent hours chatting with Amazon about inability to
download Amazon Music. Was told to delete old version and go to amazon.com/get music. When I download, I get a message that Music can't be installed because Apple can't search for malicious software. Amazon can't seem to identify the problem, says there are no known issues and recommends contacting Apple.
The above information does not seem to define my problem. I run Catalina. I simply cannot find a solution. Any hints? Nov 20, 2019 9:17 Reply Helpful thread response - more options Nov 20, 2019 2:07 in response to BDAqua In response to BDAqua Finally! Thank you so much. A good lesson. Nov 20, 2019 02:07
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